Why choose NTT’s Managed SD-WAN Service

- One of the largest global teams of network experts in 80+ countries
- IP Transit Backbone: 16.6Tbps network capacity for optimized connectivity to Cloud and SaaS Providers
- More than 10 years experience deploying SD-WAN services
- SD-WAN services in 190+ countries
- Pioneer in managed SD-WAN: Cloud based NFV services hosted out of 75+ global network nodes

- Flexible Direct Cloud Connect: Connections to collocated data centers and various Public Clouds globally
- Network security: Globally distributed secure Web Gateways and full suite of DDoS Protection Services
- Clients can leverage NTT’s 1,000+ local internet provider partners

- Support: over 47 technologies in 14 languages across 145 countries
- Network Analytics: Real-time application performance visibility with DVR replay functionality
- 24x7: Direct access to Global Operations Center engineers
- Data center footprint: 450,000+ sqm total server space in 20+ countries/regions (Planned inclusive)
- 95% of network issues identified before they impact network health